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Timescapes

• Intensive qualitative research 

+

• Temporality



Changing policy models of family life
• the male breadwinner family  model

• ‘vital though unpaid, without which their husbands could 
not do their paid work and without which the nation could 
not continue’ (The Beveridge Report, 1942) 

• adult worker family model

• ‘facilitate the retention of more people in the workforce and 
reduce risks of poverty’ (European Commission 2007)



The ‘Ought’ and the ‘Is’
• Normative family – what ought to be

• Lived experience – what is

• ‘Every family has a secret and the secret is that it is not like 
other families. If only people knew what we were really 
like, my mother thought... We pretend we’re normal but it’s 
only a matter of time before folks find out what we’re like.’ 

Alan Bennett‘s childhood in the 1940s and 50s caught 
between ‘ought’ and ‘is’



Competing interpretations of care
‘from below’ and ‘from above’

• An issue for social justice (social movements, 
grass roots’ organisations, NGOs)

• An issue for social investment (governance)



Political context since 1960s

• 1960s and 1970s: child care to enable women to 
exercise the right to work etc

• 1980s and 1990s: neo-liberalism’s dominance

• 2000 -... tempering and taming of neo-
liberalism…towards emerging convergence in 
social investment politics



Claims makers

• Women’s organisations / child care advocates

• Disability movement

• Unpaid carers’ organisations

• Trade unions

• Advocates and organisations for migrant care 
workers

• Recognition

• Rights

• Redistribution  



Claims for the Recognition, Rights and 
Redistribution of Care

RECOGNITION

• Visibility

• Voice

• Valuing care



RIGHTS

• Rights as carers, earners and citizens 

• Rights to social inclusion

• Social rights to quality care services and enabling 
environment

• Rights to social protection and flexible working, 
to decent wage,

• Rights to residency, family reunion, regularized 
work, freedom from discrimination

• Human and civil rights



• From families to states 

• From mothers to fathers 

• From providers to users 

• Redistribution of time and space

• Transnational redistribution of care labour

REDISTRIBUTION



Social Investment

• human capital 

• labour market activation, anti-poverty measures,  
education and child care

• target particular groups 

• partnership + public private mix in welfare provision 
for services that represent good value for money

• competitiveness in the global economy 



Tensions in EU policy frames

Policies for work/care reconciliation

• The 1996 Directive on Parental Leave. 

• The 1997 Directive on Equal Treatment for Part-
timers

• 1993 Directive on Working Time

• The 2002 Barcelona Council targets for childcare

• 2000 Lisbon Council  targets for women’s labour 
market participation.



• gender equality became a minor frame in relation 
to the dominant frame of employability

• gender equality voices were marginal 

• employability central to a work-centred welfare 
state model

• women’s right to work = obligation to earn

• more precarious areas of work

• work-test criteria stricter for disabled people 

• what of those with no productive capabilities? 



Carers’ Movement

• working in partnership 

• productivity argument

• cost effective community care



Choice and Consumerism

• Shift from providing services to giving 
cash benefits

• Users of services turned into consumers: 
choice

• Migrant labour 

• Inequalities –between families , in care 
quality,  in working conditions and in 
global care resources 



Progress on Recognition and 
Redistribution?
• Recognition

• Visibility – to some extent

• Voice – the confusion with choice

• Valuing care – limited

• Redistribution

• From families to states – to some extent 

• From mothers to fathers – a start but slow

• From providers to users – as consumers not citizens

• Redistribution of time and space – some innovation

• Transnational redistribution of care labour – Achilles heel 



Valuing care

• Social value of care

• Economic value of care

• Political value of care

• Publication: Fiona Williams(2010) The Making and 
Claiming of Care Policies: the Recognition and 
Redistribution of Care. Geneva: United Nations 
Research Institute on Social Development


